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The problem taken in this research is the 5 to 6 year old kid’s exploration ability which is in fact has not optimally developed at TK Amarta Tani HKTI Bandar Lampung. The objective of this research is to know the corelation between natural based learning activities and the 5 to 6 year old kid’s exploration ability. This research is a non experimental quantitative research, by using the analysys of corelation. The data collecting technics used are interview, observation and documentation. The data analysys technics used are by analizing the cross table and the Corelation Speraman Rank. The result show that there is tight corelation between natural based learning activities and the 5 to 6 year old kid’s exploration ability by reaching 0.67 percen. As conclusion it is recomended to involve more natural based active learning to develope the 5 to 6 year old kid’s exploration ability.
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